
Tailored XDR Solution Design & Development / Legacy Security Stack Enhancement

Revolve Security specializes in providing XDR design and development services to meet the distinct security
needs of enterprise clients as well as Managed Service Providers (MSPs), Managed Security Service Providers
(MSSPs), and Managed Detection and Response (MDR) providers. Leveraging our deep understanding of the
threat landscape, we collaborate closely with clients to design XDR platforms that precisely align with their
specific requirements. Our services encompass both the design and development of custom XDR solutions
from the ground up, as well as the identification of improvement areas and the implementation of
enhancements to optimize the performance and e�ectiveness of existing XDR stacks. With our expertise,
organizations can access highly customized and optimized XDR solutions that proactively combat threats and
maintain a strong security posture.

Sample Stack Characteristics

The following is a sample of attributes of XDR stacks developed by us in the past. Client requirements drive the
capabilities of every custom stack that we build.

● Single pane of glass - SOC analysts have only one screen (“pane of glass”) to monitor for incoming security
alerts and to triage open tickets, which leads to huge time and e�ciency gains, while at the same time
reducing alert fatigue

● Automation - from leveraging commercially available SOAR platforms to building our own, we can introduce
significant e�ciency gains by automating mundane actions often performed by Level 1 analysts

● Holistic coverage - our stacks can be purpose-built to provide monitoring and response capabilities for a
small set of sources, whether in the cloud or on-prem, or for many sources combined - every cloud, every
type of on-prem infrastructure, and every type of alerting source

● Data residency - client requirements drive how much data is extracted from various logging and alerting
platforms, how it moves, and where in the world it ultimately lands relative to its sources

● Multi-tenancy & segmentation - we have the ability to support both single- and multi-tenancy, letting our
clients decide how information in their stacks is segmented from other client or departmental data

● Scalability - our platforms can be scaled up or down depending on data volume or demand - from one data
center or CSP tenant, to tens or even hundreds of thousands

● Vendor neutrality - we strive to be vendor-neutral and tailor every build to the specific requirements that
our clients bring to us, including leveraging their prior technology investments and the vendor ecosystem
supporting them
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